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eDiscovery & Managed Review

Make the most of your company’s time and resources
with Legility eDiscovery. Working from left to right on
the Electronic Discovery References Model, we support
strategic initiatives around information governance as well
as tactical requirements for data collection and processing.
Our technical offerings can be bundled with our Managed
Review services for a comprehensive approach. Or we can
partner with the review provider of your choice.
With Legility, you can assign value to every phase of a legal
matter and assess and define roles for internal and external
partners - ultimately leading to more efficient processes and
a stronger return on investment. Our proprietary processes
and reporting put you in charge, every step of the way.

Learn more about our solutions:
Data Management. Protect yourself and your company
to reduce eDiscovery costs and mitigate legal liabilities.
Legility can help you with Information Management policies,
litigation holds, recovering lost electronic information and
deleting data defensibly.
Data Collection. Legility’s certified digital forensic experts
ensure that your data is acquired quickly, securely and
defensibly. We offer scalable and integrated data acquisition
solutions ranging from on-site to remote collection.

About Legiity

A Powerful Combination of People, Processes & Platforms

Legility is the independent,
global new law company.
We’re a leader in Legal
Operations, providing
consulting, technology,
managed solutions
and flexible legal talent
engagement services to
corporations and law firms.
Legility has more than
1,000 lawyers, engineers,
consultants, technology
and data specialists, and
operational experts serving
one-third of the Fortune 100
and one-quarter of the Am
Law 200. Founded in 2000,
the company works with
clients to improve operational
efficiency.

Forensics. Our secure Data Solutions Center enables our forensic team to quickly, securely recover
and examine electronically stored information. Let us help with forensic analysis, consulting, encryption
and password cracking.
Early Case Assessment. Our ECA technology gives you detailed intelligence prior to filtering and review
using initial data filtering services and proprietary tools like Legility Intake to reduce and predict costs.

eDiscovery & Managed Review
Filtering and Review. Our eDiscovery consultants can customize a data filtering strategy for you that
maintains defensibility, streamlines document review and lowers cost. Technology assisted review
and predictive coding can be integrated into any of our review options, reducing the number of
documents requiring human review.
Managed Review. Work with the highest-quality attorney review for the lowest total cost. We train our
teams on multiple platforms and selecting the right tool with you. Managed Review services include:
•

Pre-Review Strategy

•

Managed Attorney Review

•

Early Case Assessment

•

Proprietary Privilege and Redaction Capability

•

Artificial Intelligence

•

Witness and Deposition Prep

•

Expert Workflow

•

Post-Discovery Support

Support Services. We make sure your eDiscovery needs are handled correctly and efficiently through
a variety of services.
•

Cross Matter Management: We streamline the eDiscovery process to save time and reduce cots
by enabling you to reuse work product across multiple matters.

•

Project Management: Our team creates comprehensive, customized management plans and
organized workflows for law firms, corporate counsel and litigation support departments.

•

Production Services: Legility can fully generate customized eDiscovery productions in any
combination of various formats and exports to all accepted media formats.

•

Enterprise Training Solutions: Keep your data secure, accessible and manageable with a
comprehensive evaluation of your environment.

•

Managed Services: Legility offers the control and cost
savings of an in-house electronic discovery department
with the speed, efficiency, scalability and quality of
a state-of-the-art dedicated eDiscovery company.
Powerful in-house eDiscovery technology gives greater
control over how data is used and maintained, while
sensitive information is protected with enterprise-level,
system-wide security.

Litigation Support. Whether you need secure copying,
imaging or back file conversion, we have the fastest, most
reliable equipment to get the job done right.

Our Approach is Different by Design
Legility creates solutions by combining wide-reaching legal expertise and expert business
proficiencies with operational excellence. Let’s collaborate to improve your risk profile, better predict
and lower costs, track and measure results, and, most importantly, create value for your business.
Let’s change the business of legal together.
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